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1. Thoreau-Darwin: Charles Darwin

Schofield notes – Darwin chronology
Schofield notes – on Darwin’s Journal, etc.

2. Thoreau-Darwin: Origin of species texts

Schofield notes – A search for text in CFPL
Excerpts from various editions and copies of Darwin’s *On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection*, with Schofield notes.
Title page of first British edition of *Origin of Species* in 1859.
Several graphs of differences between Thoreau’s page numbers and Darwin’s,
comparing the excerpts from Thoreau’s commonplace books.
Schofield notes – on *Origin of Species* publication
Schofield notes – on Harvard’s copies and possible provenance of same
Library correspondence: Ohio State ILL forms.
Library correspondence from Marcia Moss, CFPL, February 5, 1986.
Schofield notes – on which pages to request from libraries.
3. Thoreau-Darwin: Origin of Species, bibliographic

Schofield notes
Pages from The National Union Catalog listing Origin of Species imprints, pre-1956.


Schofield notes – attached to previous entry – on Morse Peckham’s edition of Origin of Species.


Victorius, Paul B. “A Sketch of The Origin of Species.” The Colophon: A Book Collector’s Quarterly, Part Nine, 1932. [two copies, both marked with ES’s notes]

4. Thoreau-Darwin: Darwin correspondence


Schofield notes – Darwin letter texts to T.H. Huxley, to J.D. Dana, to B. D. Walsh, to Asa Gray, to Louis Agassiz


5. Thoreau-Darwin: Concordance to Origin of Species

6. Thoreau-Darwin: Darwin’s library


7. Chronology 1860 Jan 1

Schofield notes – on chronology surrounding the publication of *Origin of Species*

8. Evolution: History of the concept


Schofield notes – on the concept of natural selection

9. Evolutionary biology: John A. Moore

Moore, John A. “Science as a Way of Knowing: Evolutionary Biology.” From the symposium at the annual meeting of the American Society of Zoologists, 1983.

10. Bibliography

Title pages of numerous books presumably consulted, on Darwin, evolution, Thoreau, Gray, Agassiz, etc. Pages from those works appear elsewhere in these files.
11. Notes: Evolution

Schofield notes on evolution.

12. Darwinism: Advent in America


*Darwinism and the American Intellectual*, pp. 40-47.

13. Darwinism: Reaction to


Schofield notes – on Mayr

14. Darwinism: Impact of


Schofield notes – reference lists of Darwinism (see Bibliography folder as well)

Letter from Denny Bowden of Ormond Beach FL to Ed Schofield, July 18, no year, concerning Darwin references.

15. Darwinism: Influences of responses to

Schofield notes – citations of references by Paul B. Sears and J. Arthur Thomson

16. Darwinism: Philosophical impact of


17. **Eclipse of Darwinism by Bowler: Notes**


18. **Dendrochronology**

Schofield notes -- on succession and dendrochronology.


19. **Perpetual calendar**

Perpetual calendar chart, possibly copied from an annual *World Almanac*.

20. **Phenology**

Schofield notes – on Blodgett and *A Thoreau Profile* references


21. **Thoreau-Darwin: Bibliographical / Follow up**

Schofield notes – lists of references intended for follow-up research

22. Adlum, John

John Adlum papers, scope, as outlined on http://www.elements.umich.edu.
Schofield notes (1 leaf)


Bowler, Peter J. The Eclipse of Darwinism: Anti-Darwinism Evolution Theories in the
118-140. [“The American School” chapter]


Dawson, C.P. “Agassiz, Jean Louis Rodolphe.” In Dictionary of Christianity in

“Mrs. Samuel Ripley.” From Worthy Women of Our First Century. Philadelphia:
J.B. Lippincott, 1877, various pages.
Schofield notes – listing references for Agassiz info

Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, p. 9. [“Agassiz” entry page]

E. B. “Agassiz, Jean Louis Rodolphe, known as Louis.” In R.B. Freeman, Charles

Burkholder, Robert E. “Jean Louis Rodolphe Agassiz.” In Joel Myerson, ed.
Schofield notes – on Agassiz, dispersion, succession, and relevance to Thoreau.

“Agassiz, Jean Louis Rodolphe.” In Joseph and Nesta Dunn Ewan, Biographical
Dictionary of Rocky Mountain Naturalists. Bohn: Scheltema & Holkema, 1981,
pp. 1-2.

Emerson, Edward Waldo, ed. Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson with Annotations.

“Prof. Agassiz on the Origin of Species.” [book review] In American Journal of

Lurie, Edward. “Louis Agassiz and the Races of Man.” Isis 45:3, September

Four uncredited political cartoons with an evolutionary or Darwinian theme.
24. Thoreau-Darwin: Agassiz, Louis – II.


25. Agassiz, Louis: General and miscellaneous

Agassiz, Alexander. *An address at the opening of The Geological Section of the Harvard University Museum.* Cambridge: Harvard University, 1902.
“Orthodoxy vs. Slavery.” *The National Era* VI: 307, November 18, 1852, p. 185. [transcript].
“The Unity of Race Question.” *The National Era* VIII: 398, August 17, 1854, p. 130 [transcript].
Schofield notes – on a book by Philip Lutley Sclater from 1858
Schofield notes – on 1859 completion of the Museum of Comparative Zoology
Schofield notes – on Agassiz in Concord.

26. Thoreau-Darwin: Alcott, Bronson - Diary

Photocopies of the originals of Alcott’s diaries, various entries from 1860, 1861.
Schofield notes – on applicable Alcott’s diary entries
27. **Bartram, William**

Bartram bio from online source.
Schofield notes – from Bartram’s *Travels*, pertaining to topic.

28. **Bechstein, Johann M.**

HDT Journal entry mentioning Bechstein, April 13, 1860
Two pages from book *Research is a Passion With Me*, regarding Bechstein.
Schofield notes – about Bechstein’s connection with dispersion

29. **Belknap, Jeremy**

Schofield notes on succession, based on reading
Boston: Belknap and Young, 1792.

30. **Thoreau-Darwin: Brace, Charles Loring**

Brace, Charles L. “Unity or Diversity of Origin.” In *The Races of the Old World*, New York: Charles Scribner, 1863, pp. 441-513. [both copies are marked by ES]


The Life of Charles Loring Brace, chiefly told in his own letters, edited by his daughter. New York: Charles Scribner, 1894, pp. 300-303. [attached to one page of Schofield notes]


Schofield notes – on Loring, his writings, and on his relationship to Asa and Jane Gray.


32. Brace, C. Loring IV


“Brace, C. Loring.” Entry perhaps from a Who’s Who reference book, referring to C. Loring Brace IV of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor MI.


Letter to C. Loring Brace IV, Ann Arbor MI from Edmund A. Schofield, February 8, 1996.
33. Caldwell, Charles (1772-1853)

“Caldwell, Charles.” In Who Was Who in America, p. 91.
Schofield notes (6 leaves).

34. Carpenter, William

Schofield notes (2 leaves)

35. Cary, Alice (1820-1871)

Location of Cary papers, as noted in the National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections, 1986-87.

36. Thoreau-Darwin: Coleridge, Samuel Taylor


37. Colinvaux, Paul A.

38. Thoreau-Darwin: Conway, Moncure Daniel


Schofield notes – many, on Conway and sources of info.


Mott, Wes letter to Ed Schofield, 14 September 1999.

39. Cowles, Henry Chandler

Schofield notes - Marsh, George Perkins excerpt from *Man and Nature* “The history of

the dunes of Michigan, so far as I.”


Calumet Region physical timeline [uncredited, on transparency]

Dahlberg, Kenneth memo to Ed. Schofield, 19 October 1978.

“Indiana Dunes State Park” map, Chesterton, Indiana.

Schofield notes -- on Henry C. Cowles, with printed Lake Michigan map attached.


Cowles, Henry C. “The Causes of Vegetative Cycles: Contributions from the


40. Darwin, Erasmus


Schofield notes (1 leaf).

41. Thoreau-Darwin: Dawson, Sir John William


Schofield, Edmund A. letter to the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, McGill University, 27 February 1990 .


Schofield notes on Poole record of Sir John William Dawson.


42. Douglas, Robert

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

43. Dwight, Timothy


Schofield notes (3 leaves).

44. Emerson, George Barrell

Emerson, George B. *Forest Trees*, 1859, pp. 1-12.

Schofield notes (3 leaves)

45. Thoreau-Darwin: Emerson [Ralph Waldo]

Nicoloff, Philip L. Emerson on Race and History: an Examination of English Traits.
Schofield notes - on Emerson and Darwin.
Smith, Susan Sutton, ed. The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo
Smith, Susan Sutton, ed. The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo
   Press, 1982, various pages.
Smith, Susan Sutton, ed. The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Ralph Waldo. “Poetry and Imagination.” 1872, excerpts.
Rusk, Ralph L., ed. The Letters of Ralph Waldo Emerson in six volumes. New York:
Emerson, Edward Waldo. Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson with annotations.

46. Farley, John

Farley, John. The Spontaneous Generation Controversy From Descartes to Oparin.

47. Gliddon, George Robins (1809-1857)

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

48. Golley, Frank B.

Golley, Frank B., ed. Ecological Succession. Stroudsburg, Penna.: Dowden,
49. Goodman, Daniel


50. Thoreau-Darwin: Asa Gray

ANTS Library Catalogue listings for “Gray, Asa”
Schofield notes of references to Asa Gray in Thoreau’s *Journal*.
Schofield notes on Thoreau and Asa Gray.
Schofield notes on Asa Gray *Origin of Species* review.
Schofield notes – quote from a Gray book that Thoreau owned
Lists of Gray books in Thoreau’s library, from two published sources.
51. Thoreau-Darwin: Asa Gray – Correspondence

Schofield notes – Gray to Hooker, Gray to Darwin

52. Thoreau-Greeley-Darwin


Excerpt from Thoreau’s journal, 31 January 1852.

Schofield notes (many).

53. Haeckel, Ernst H.


Schofield notes (4 leaves)

54. Harrison, William Henry


Library source citations.

Schofield notes (10+ leaves).

55. Haven, Samuel F.

Schofield notes (1 leaf)
56. **Hooker, Sir William Jackson**

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

57. **Kalm, Peter (Petr)**

Schofield notes – on Peter Kalm’s *Travels in North America*, 1770-1771.

58. **Thoreau-Darwin: Lamarck, Jean-Baptiste**


59. **Leaming, Thomas F.**


Schofield notes (1 leaf)

60. **Thoreau-Darwin: Lyell, Sir Charles**


Schofield notes (14 leaves)

61. **Linnaeus / I. Biberg**


Brand, F. J.  *Select Dissertations from the Amoenitates Academicae, a supplement to Mr. Stillingfleet’s Tracts relating to Natural History.* London: Robinson, 1881, various pages in two stapled sections.


Schofield notes – various reference lists of books by and about Carolus Linnaeus

Schofield notes – various pages showing that Thoreau used source written by Isac Isacion Biberg (sometimes noted in books as I.J. Biberg) and edited by Linnaeus.

62. McAtee, W. L.


Schofield notes (3 leaves)

63. McIntosh, Robert P.


64. Malthus, Thos. R.


Excerpt from Darwin’s *Origin of Species.*
65. Marsh, George Perkins


Billings Farm & Museum information, as accessed from http://www.billingsfarm.org on 13 May 2002.


Schofield notes (4 leaves)

66. Maury, Alfred


Excerpt from Thoreau notes that references this essay, with Schofield notes about Tyndall, Little, and other scientists found in these files.

67. Mayr, Ernst

[See also Schofield’s correspondence with Mayr in the Worcester section, filed under “Nice, Margaret Morse.”]

Mayr, Ernst, letter to Edmund Schofield, 14 November 1972.


68. Mayr, Ernst: Evolution & the Diversity of Life


69. Mayr, Ernst: One Long Argument

70. Mease, James


Brief bio of James Mease, as found online.

James Mease, papers, scope, as found on http://www.elements.umich.edu.

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

71. Morton, Samuel George (1799-1851)

Schofield notes (2 leaves)

72. Thoreau-Darwin: Nott, Josiah Clark


Schofield notes -- on Nott and Nott sources.


“Caucasian and Negro Races.” Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. 30:12, 24 April 1844, pp. 244-245.

Harvard University Library Catalog listings for “Morton, Samuel George” (accessed 3 February 1995).

Nott, Josiah. Types of Mankind: Or, Ethnological Researches Based upon the Ancient Monuments, Paintings, Sculptures, and Crania of Races [...] Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1854, various pages.


Schofield request to examine manuscripts in Harvard University Library, undated.


Schofield notes -- on Poole, “Nott, J. C” and “Dawson, J. W.”


73. **Thoreau-Darwin: Oken, Lorenz (Ockenfuss)**


Schofield notes -- on Lorenz Oken.

74. **Osborn, Henry Fairfield**


75. **Palissy, Bernard**

Excerpt of Thoreau [?] notes.

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

76. **Thoreau-Darwin: Parker, Theodore**

77. Peale, Charles William


78. Peale, Rembrandt (1778-1860)

Image of Peale by Mathew Brady, as found online.

79. Peters, Richard

Library catalog citations of Peters works.
List of locations of Peters correspondence, etc., as found online.
Schofield notes (3 leaves)
Schofield, Edmund A. “The Likely Source of Thoreau’s Title, ‘The Succession of Forest Trees.’” Manuscript, “Revised version.” [See also a folder of more versions of this manuscript.]

80. Pickering, Charles

Excerpts from Thoreau’s journal, vol. 5.
Library catalog citations of relevant sources.
Schofield notes (11 leaves)

81. Pownall, Thomas
Schofield notes (1 leaf)

82. Reiter, Hans
Schofield notes (4 leaves)

83. Sanborn, Franklin Benjamin
[More about Sanborn is found in the Thoreau Research files.]
Schofield notes (5 leaves)

84. Thoreau-Darwin: Schelling, Freidrich [sic]

85. Smith, Herbert A.
86. **Smith, Titus (1768-1850)**

Schofield notes -- on Titus Smith sources and “Dispersion”
Punch, Terrence M. “Smith, Titus.” In *Dictionary of Canadian Biography 7 (1836 to 1850)*. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988, pp. 814-816.

87. **Spurr, Stephen H.**

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

88. **Squier, E. G.**

Schofield notes (1 leaf)

89. **Stauffer, Robert C.**


90. **Tyndall, John**

Several biographies of Tyndall, as accessed through online sources.
Copies of Bronson Alcott’s journal pages mentioning Tyndall and lectures.
Copies of period newspaper accounts of Tyndall’s local lectures.
Copy of transcript of Bronson Alcott’s journal page, 23 October 1872, mentioning meeting with Tyndall.
Schofield notes (3 leaves)
91. Wali, Mohan K.


82. Thoreau-Darwin: Weildon, William Willder

Schofield notes – on Weildon

93. Wilson, Alexander

Schofield notes (8 leaves)

94. Wright, R.W.


95. Thoreau-Darwin: Miscellaneous Articles


Clark University Library Catalog printouts.


Hand-written printout from Concord Free Public Library.

Natural History, August 1995. [contains Stephen Jay Gould’s “Boyle’s Law and Darwin’s Details.”]

96. Thoreau-Darwin: Miscellaneous and To Be Filed

Schofield notes – on the Thoreau-Darwin connection, various reference lists, etc.
Moss, Marcia, CFPL, memo to Ed Schofield, February 5, 1986.
Blanding, Tom postcard to Ed Schofield, 1 December 1980.
Schofield, Ed telegram copy to Tom Blanding, 5 December [1980].
Schofield, Ed telegram copy to Walt[er Harding], 8 September 1980.
Plus a variety of random jottings...

97. Schofield Notes on Thoreau and Darwin

Schofield notes – on Thoreau and Darwin, succession, dispersion, etc.
Sheets containing quotes from Darwin and Thoreau.
Schofield notes – on entries in Thoreau’s Journal on succession.
98. Thoreau’s reading (Darwin)

Schofield notes – on Thoreau’s reading related to Darwin.

99. Acanthium vulgare (Dispersion of Seeds)

Library catalog records of John Ray’s “Catalogus plantarum circa Cantabrigiam nascentium,” as accessed from several research libraries on 29 September 2005 (9 leaves).
Library catalog records of John Ray’s “Catalogus plantarum Angliae,” as accessed from several research libraries on 21 January 2005 (4 leaves).
“Taxonomic literature.” Blurb includes mini-bio of John Ray (1 leaf).
“Onopordum / Onopordon acanthium,” as accessed from a variety of sites on 29 September 2005 (4 leaves).

100. Brand, John: Brand’s popular antiquities (Thoreau’s Reading)


101. Thoreau-Darwin: Commonplace Book II notes

Schofield notes – on Thoreau’s Commonplace book notes.
Thoreau Commonplace book II pages (Copy, 7 l.)
Thoreau Commonplace book II re: Blodgett’s Climatology (Copy, 13 l.)
Thoreau Commonplace book II re: Origin of Species (Copy, 6 l.)
Schofield notes – on Thoreau’s notes.
“Appendix II: Transcription of Thoreau’s Commonplace Book (“C.P.B. 2”) Notes on Darwin’s Origin of Species.”


102. **Thoreau-Darwin: Thoreau’s Factbook -- Tables of Contents**


103. **Thoreau-Darwin: The natural history essays [of Thoreau]**

Schofield notes – on the various natural history essays of Thoreau. Flow chart showing genesis and publication of Thoreau’s natural history essays.

103A. **Thoreau-Science-Darwin, Miscellaneous**

A variety of articles and Schofield notes that relate to these topics.

104. **Canby, Henry Seidel**


105. **Thoreau-Darwin: Cholmondeley, Thomas**


106. Society for Literature and Science

   [Schofield spoke on “First Fruits: Thoreau’s Literary Response to Charles Darwin’s *Origin of Species.*”] (several copies)
Various flyers and promotions for SLS conferences.
Schofield notes

107. Thoreau-Darwin: Outlines and Chronology

Schofield notes – multiple drafts of outlines and chronologies regarding Thoreau’s encounter with and influence by the work of Charles Darwin.

108. Thoreau-Darwin: Schofield Drafts

Schofield notes – multiple edited versions (with varying titles) providing the foundation for the abstract that became “First Fruits: Thoreau’s Literary Response to Charles Darwin’s *Origin of Species.*” [c1987].
Letter to Kenneth Keniston of MIT from Edmund A. Schofield, 27 January 1982. Includes a heavily-marked and edited draft of a “Thoreau and the Origin of Species” article. Schofield was applying for an STS fellowship at MIT.

109. Schofield’s “First Fruits”

Schofield, Edmund A, note to John Hill, 22 December 1986. (2 different ones, with same date)
Hill, John, letter to Edmund A. Schofield, 2 January 1987.
Weininger, Stephen J., letter to Frederick Amrine, University of Michigan, 31 August 1987.
Hill, John M. letter to Edmund Schofield [N.D.].
Schofield’s “Thoreau-Darwin: OUTLINE.”
Schofield’s “HDT-Darwin Chronology.”
Schofield notes (2 leaves)

110. Schofield’s Thoreau-AAAS article

“American Association for the Advancement of Science: A brief history of the Association from its founding in 1848 to 1948; its present organization and operation; summarized proceedings for the period from January, 1940, to January, 1948 and a directory of members, as of December 31, 1947.” Washington, D.C.: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1948.
Schofield, Edmund A. “Thoreau Fends Off the American Association for the Advancement of Science.” Thoreau Research Newsletter, 1: 4, October 1990. (4 draft copies)

111. Schofield’s Succession article

Schofield, Edmund A. “A Possible Source for Thoreau’s Title, ‘The Succession of Forest Trees’.” Thoreau Research Newsletter, 1: 4, October 1990. (2 draft copies) [See also the “Peters, Richard” file.]

112. Economy of Nature

Schofield notes on Thoreau’s concept of “Economy of Nature” (9 leaves)
Library catalog entry for relevant book.

113. Natural History Essays

114. Seed Dispersion

[This folder may also contain notes specifically relating to the Dispersion / Faith in a Seed Project itself.]
Excerpts from Thoreau’s journal or other writings.
Excerpts from Darwin’s Origin of Species.
Schofield notes (many)

115. Seed Dispersion: Squirrels, etc.

Excerpts from the Schofield “Dispersion / Faith in a Seed” manuscript, regarding squirrels.
Schofield notes (4 leaves).

116. Thoreau-Darwin: Succession

Excerpts from Thoreau’s journal.


Schofield notes (many).

117. Ecology: Succession


118. Succession: Ecological, Biotic

A variety of articles and notes about Thoreau, Darwin, and succession, and sources of information.


119. “Succession of Forest Trees” (Thoreau)


Typed manuscript portions marked “From: the Records of the Concord Farmers Club, for the year 1859-1860; pp. 130-135. With note from Kussin to Schofield.

Howarth, William L. *The Literary Manuscripts of Henry David Thoreau*. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1974, pp. 166-167, 326-327,

Copy of text of Thoreau letter to Horace Greeley, 29 September 1860, from Harding and Bode’s *Correspondence*, 1958.


Schofield notes (15 leaves)

120. Succession: Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture.


Schofield notes (many)
121. Succession: “Some Specific Examples of Primary Succession” by Schofield


122. Thoreau and Science I


123. Thoreau and Science II


124. Thoreau and Science III

A variety of Schofield-compiled Thoreau quotes on the realm of science, or views of Thoreau as a scientist. All are Schofield notes.

125. Thoreau and the Association for the Advancement of Science

Journal, excerpt.
Schofield notes (5 leaves.)

126. Thoreau as Botanist

A variety of excerpts.
“Route Log.”
“Plant List: Thoreau Route: Concord, MA – Pinkham Notch, NH.”
Gottscho, Samuel H. “Where the Wildflowers Grow: As seen through the eyes of Henry David Thoreau.”
A variety of photographs.
Schofield notes (many).

127. Thoreau as Ecologist

Index cards.
“Synopses of the Reports of the Annual Seminar 1977.”
“River Meadows Committee for the Town of…”
Cousins, S.H. “Hierarchy in ecology: its relevance to landscape ecology and geographic information systems.”
“Walden Woods & Walden Pond.”
Schofield notebook.
Schofield notes (13 leaves).

128. Thoreau-Darwin “Dispersion of Seeds” Including bibliographic

Schofield notes, plus newspaper excerpts.

DISPERSION / FAITH IN A SEED PROJECT

129. NEH Application: Dispersion of Seeds

NEH Application papers as filed by Schofield and The Thoreau Society on 15 October 1990, in order to publish “The Dispersion of Seeds.” Incl. supporting documentation.

130. “Dispersion” Word Analysis with Concordance

Plus additional word searches in Thoreau’s writings.

131. Dispersion of Seeds: Blanding Transcription
“Transcription of ‘The Dispersion of Seeds’ by Henry D. Thoreau, made by Thomas W. Blanding from the manuscript in the Berg Collection of the New York Public Library.”


132. Dispersion of Seeds: Blanding Transcription, with Notes

“Transcription of ‘The Dispersion of Seeds’ by Henry D. Thoreau, made by Thomas W. Blanding from the manuscript in the Berg Collection of the New York Public Library.” With various Schofield notes.

133. Dispersion of Seeds: Correspondence

Witherell, Elizabeth, letter to Ed Schofield, 15 October 1990.
Schofield, Ed, general letter to TCCA directors, November 1990. With extensive Schofield notes.
“Drawing ideas.”

133A. Faith in a Seed -- Miscellaneous

Lists of “Emendations,” and other random paperwork.

134. Dean, Bradley P.: Dispersion


135. Dispersion of Seeds (version 1)

[Note: An oversize version of “Dispersion” is located in Realia box III.]

136. Dispersion of Seeds (version 2)

137. Dispersion of Seeds (version 3)


138. Beacon Press

Schofield notes (1 leaf).

139. Island Press

Contract with Island Press, 3 versions.
Receipts of payment.
Shearwater Books flyer. (2 copies)
Island Press catalogs (4).
Schofield notes (14 leaves).

140. Thoreau-Darwin: Permissions

[permission letters regarding the proposed publication of Thoreau’s “Dispersion of Seeds.”]
Schofield notes - on needed permissions.

141. Reviewers, Potential

Schofield notes – two lists of potential reviewers, presumably of the “First Fruits” piece or for “Dispersion of Seeds.”

142. Faith in a Seed, Part 1


143. Faith in a Seed, Part 2


144. Faith in a Seed: Reviews

Schofield notes on Howarth’s review (1 leaf).


Schofield notes, citations of print reviews (1 leaf).